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Abstract:
This thesis has several basic objectives concerning resource use in Ravalli County, Montana. It is
designed: (1) to determine the economic efficiency of farm resources as they are now combined on
farms; (2) to indicate or project what income changes might take place if there were a change in
resource organization; and (3) to derive estimates of the economy of scale on Grade A dairy farms in
Ravalli County, Montana.

The general hypothesis was that income on Grade A dairy farms in Ravalli County could be increased
by a reorganization of the resources employed on these farms.

The data were collected by personal interview with Grade A dairy farmers in the County. A
"Cobb-Douglas" type function is used in the study. This is a mathematical function linear in the
logarithms. The data are fitted to the function by the least-squares method, with the computed
regression coefficients indicating the rate of change in the dependent variable as an independent
variable is changed.

Five different models were developed with gross farm income as the dependent variable in all models,
but with the independent variables differing from model to model. The elasticities and marginal value
productivities were then computed and they serve as the basis for the . economic interpretations.

Several implications can be drawn from the aggregate functions derived. The study indicates that there
would be a high return to additional funds spent on cash operating expenses. This indicates a need for
additional operating capital. Feed is another input category which the study suggests should be
expanded to improve resource use in the area. Labor seems to be employed in larger amounts than
profitable in relation to other inputs. There is also an indication that land should be used for cash crops
whenever possible, and forage crops reduced on land highly suitable for cash crops. All estimates in the
study indicate constant returns to scale. 
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ABSTRACT

This thesis has several basic objectives concerning resource use in 
Ravalli County, Montana. It is designed: (I) to determine the economic 
efficiency of farm resources as they are. now combined on farms; (2) to 
indicate or project what income changes might take place if there were 
a change in resource organization; and (3) to derive estimates of the 
economy of scale on Grade A dairy farms in Ravalli County, Montana.
The general hypothesis was that income on Grade A dairy farms in Ravalli 
County could be increased by a reorganization of the resources employed 
on these farms.

The data were collected by personal interview with Grade A dairy 
farmers in the County. A "Cobb-Douglas" type function is used in the 
study. This is a mathematical function linear in the logarithms. The 
data are fitted to the function by the least-squares method, with the 
computed regression coefficients indicating the rate of change in the 
dependent variable as an independent variable is changed.

Five different models were developed with gross farm income as 
the dependent variable in all models, but with the independent variables 
differing from model to model. The elasticities and marginal value 
productivities were then computed and they serve as the basis for the 

< economic interpretations.

Several implications can be drawn from the aggregate functions 
derived. The study indicates that there would be a high return to 
additional funds spent on cash operating expenses. This indicates 
a need for additional operating capital. Feed is another input cate
gory which the study suggests should be expanded to improve resource 
use in the area. Labor seems to be employed in larger amounts than 
profitable in relation to other inputs. There is also an indication 
that land should be used for cash crops whenever possible, and forage 
crops reduced on land highly suitable for cash crops. All estimates 
in the study indicate constant returns to scale.
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chapter I

INTRODUCTION .

•Farmers in many areas are faced with the problems of- improving- the 

management of their farms to meet changing economic conditions. If 

changes are not made many are faced,with incomes at a subsistence level 

or lower, A problem of utmost importance to farmers is the basic manage

ment problem of establishing and maintaining a proper balance |in the 

amounts of resources used in their given farm organization. Both level 

of resource use and the combination of resources to employ are of extreme 

important-, Whether a farmer can reorganize his inputs or. resources in a 

different manner and improve his income is a question for which many 

farmers are seeking answers. The study is specifically concerned with 

calculating estimates which can be used to aid in determining the 

optimum level and pattern of resource use.

The Research Problem

The research problem is concerned with the resource productivity of 

Grade A dairies in Ravalli County, Montana. A Farm and Home Development 

Program was recently initiated in Ravalli County by the Montana -Extension 

Service and the United States Department of Agriculture. They are 

directly concerned with aiding the economic development of agriculture 

and other segments of the economy in the area. One of the first problems 

which they felt farmers needed help with was in determining the level of 

resource- use in the area. They expressed a need for measures indicating 

the economic efficiency with which farm resources are now combined and
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for measures to indicate income changes that would or could be expected 

if a reorganization of available resources was made.

■The study is concerned with relating total factor input, to total 

product. The production function, will be used as a framework for anal

ysis in the study of this problem. The general framework or method 

within which this study will be conducted is referred to as the "Cobb- 

Douglas" t e c h n i q u e T h e  Cobb-Douglas technique yields a function 

linear in logarithms which will be explained in detail in later sections.

The study is concerned with how resources are now being employed 

and how the allocation of these resources cduld be. changed so as to 

increase economic efficiency ih Ravalli Grade A dairies. The study is- 

concerned with the possibility of alternative combinations of resources 

in the production process. The btudy considers the present combination 

of resources' to determine the relative economic productivities of these 

resources as they are now combined. The derived production function 

allows us to study changes in income which would result from changes 

in resource allocation.

Limitations to the Study

There are many more Variable inputs within a given farm organize- , 

t-ioh than it is feasible to study  ̂ Certain variables, such as climate, 

weather, and soil types, are beyond direct control of the operator.

Irt this study, these variables are, in effect, controlled with respect 

to their influence as bettxreerii farms in the study area.. The sampling
j  1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 , V - ^  _ _ _ _ _ i— i—   — - - - - - - - - - - - - - - —  - - - - - - - -

- Charles W. Cobb, and Paul H. Douglas, "A Theory of Production,"
American Economic Review, Volume 18:2, 1928, pp. 138-166.



ptiocediire was such, that .samp-le- farms, wer-e drawn from a relatively small

geographic area, thus minimizing weather and climate variations..between

farms. There is considerable soil- variation due to geographic position 
• ' 1 .

even though the land is all in a small geographic area Of the state.

The main variation occurs becatise of some Of the land on many of the 

farms is above the irrigated bottom land in the BitterObt Valley. . ThUsi 

a wide variation in soil type exists between land in the valley and 

land ,out of the valley on either. Side.

There is also a wide variation in farm organization and size inI
the Area covered in this stuAy. Thete is a-lsO a wide .range in the yray 

resources arb now employed oh tbe various farm Units within the area.

ArjOther limitation Of this’ study is that it does not-'include the 

Opefator'S management capabilities as an identifiable input in the input 

Categories studied. This is true because- there is no measuteable base 

to which we can accurately Ot Scientifically measure the management 

ability of a farm operator. NeVerthelessi it is a limitation to the 

study and most Other studies.1 of this.type study.

obi actives , of, the, study

The objectives of the study, ate;

I i Determine the ec.o.nofî.c,vef ficiency of farm resources as 
they are nOw combined oh the farm units within the 
scope of this stuijy.

.■2i -indicate or project what net ihcgpe Changes would take 
place if there was a. change in resource organization-.

3 . To derive eStimhtes of.the economy of scale on the Grade 
A-dairy fafmS in Ravalli OoUttty, Montana.



Due to the sampling procedure, as'it is explained in Chapter III, 

this study will be aimed to a substantial degree toward describing, the 

production relationships on farms’ in the study. Likewise, the implica

tions and conclusions drawn will be mainly for use- of the farmer inter.”-
• • ! •

viewed rather than for prediction or generalization to the entire 

population. ■

Hypothesis

The general hypothesis for. the study would be that the income of 

Grade A dairy farms in.Ravalli County, Montana can.be increased by a 

reorganization of the resources or input factors employed on these farms..

Procedure

-This study used a prepared questionnaire to collect data from a
T/sample of farms in Ravalli,. County» The questionnaire^' completed by

personal interview and information was collected regarding gross farm

income, enterprise Organizafciqti and quantities of Various resources 
'2/used in 1958

The general framework within which the study i$ conducted 

considers several. estimates of production functions which combine
• . -Iinputs into categories in alternative ways. Economic interpretation 

of these functions will be explained in detail in. later sections,
. ■ I ■ ■

I/' ;
Refer to Appendix I for a copy of the questionnaire^

—  ̂ The first section of ,Chapter III deals with how the questionnaire
was used in the study -and how it was completed and edite,d .i

- 4 -



CHAPTER II

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF AND ECONOMIC INTERPRETATION.FROM A 
PRODUCTION FUNCTION ANALYSIS

Historical Background

As far back as one wises to look in economic thought it is possible 

to find problems of production being discussed. The body of production 

theory that is known today has been growing or developing over a long 

period of time.

During early periods, up through the- time of Adam Smith, there was 

considerable discussion as to what resources might be considered produc

tive and what resources unproductive. For example,. the Physiocrats 

tended to divide labor.into two parts, that which was "productive" and 

that which was " s t e r i l e T h e y  considered productive labor as that 

portion of the total labor force which was. capable of creating a 

surplus; all other labor1 was sterile. This surplus was something over 

the amount of wealth ...that they consumed ip order: to produce, in other 

words the surplus was the difference between goods produced arid goods 

consumed in production.

For purposes of this, particular, study it is not necessary .to- 

examine this early period in detail. All factor's- of production will-be 

considered productive including land,, labor,. . capital and. management...in 

all their different forms. The background of production function 

-analysis will now be traced- through with special emphasis on the 

Cobb-Douglas'technique *

Eric Roll, A History of Economic Thought, Revised and Enlarged,
Slew York, Prentice Hall Inc., 1942, pp, 132-142.

I/
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In the production of any product- there are two types of problems 

which the firm faces. They are concerned with the actual physical- 

processes of production and with the way of using or combining resources 

most efficiently in a given production process,—  ̂ As stated by J^ -D, 

Black,

"To secure this combination is the goal of production 
economics.

With given technical conditions of production, the amount of goods 

produced depends uniquely on the amounts of the variable factors 

(resources) used. If (Y) is. the amount of goods produced and- (x^, Xg* 

x-g, . . . x^) are the resources used then we can write the production 

function.—/

Y = f(x1 'x2. x3 . r . Xm )

This type of production function is very difficult to find in the real 

world as it is difficult to find -a.firm with controlled variables.' An 

interfirm type function is often used in its place which is an aggregate 

for a group of firms. Each individual- firm is then at a point on the 

derived - equation. When this type of production function is tised- it

— / John D, Black, Production,Economics, George G. Harrap & Go., Ltd., 
London, England, 192$, Chapter 2.

2/
Ibid.., .. p .. 5 9*.'

— / R. G . D, Allen, Mathematical Analysis ,for Economists, MdcMill&n
and Co., Ltd., London, England, 1956, Chapter 11, Section 11.8.
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supplies, -"diagnostic benchmarks," oj? measures ,which -can be used:-from the

overall point of view by policy makers, farm managers, and other., but ..
I/it does not 'supply a specific answer to the individual firm.—

Many attempts have been made at production function research and

many different functions have been used.

The Spillman Function.—  The function assumes that the elasticity

of response is less than one for a factor over all ranges. This wduld

likely be true in nearly all situat-ioris but riot at dll times . It

further assumes that the rate of-use of an input, such as fertilizer,
2  / '.never becomes so great as to cause a negative marginal product.—'

This is a disadvantage as negative marginal productivities may appear
3/but they are not significant.—  TheTgeneral form of the equation is:

Y , ia-Kn+a) a-Rp+b) a-Rk+“).

The significance of the quantities involved is as follows:

Y = yield per acre

A = limit approached by Y as a, b . . . c increases 

R = Ratio of the series of increments in yield for successive 

unit increments in a,b, or c, the size of the unit in each 

case’ making R <  I .

I/

2/

3/

Ehrl 0. Heady, Glenn L . Johnson, Lowell S . Hardin, Resource 
Pfqductivity, Returns to Scale, and Farm Size,. The Iowa State 
College Press, Ames, Iowa, 1956, Chapter I.

E. L. Baum, Earl 0. Heady, and John Blackmore, Economic 
Analysis of Fertilizer Use Data, the Iowa State College Press, 
Ames, Iowa, I956, Chapter I .
Heady,- .Johnson, and Hardin, op cit., Chapter I.



n, p, and k are the quantities of the input employed 

Much work was done by Spillman and others with this function in 

fertilizer experiments.

The Logistic Function.— The logistic function is of the form:

Y = K
I + be -at

The significance of the quantities involved is as follows: 

a, b, and K are constant parameters.

Y is the value of the growth character studied at a point 

in time.

This function has a lower and upper asymptote at 0 and K respectively

It is thus an S shaped curve and the inflection point is at k/2 which is
2/half way between the two asymptotes.—

Polynomial Functions.--Any degree of polynomial may be fit from a 

linear first degree to a general polynomial of the nth degree. They are 

fit in the sense of least squares and the problem becomes more anc} more
I O /

involved as the degree of the polynomial increases ' The polynomial

W. J. Spillman, Use of the Exponential Yields Curve in Fertilizer 
Experiments, United States Department•of Agriculture Technical 
Bulletin No. 348,-Washington D . C., United States Government 
Printing Office, April 1933.

K. R. Nair, The Fitting of Growth Curves, Statistics, and Mathematics 
in Biology, Edited by Kempthorne et al., Iowa State College Press, 
Ames, Iowa, 1954, pp. 119-132.

R. L. Anderson, and T. A. Bancroft, .,Statistical Theory in Research, 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New "York, 1952, Chapter 16.

3/
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is a function which has considerably more flexibility than many of the 

others. Higher order polynomials can show all areas of returns to 

scale in one function.

The Gobb-Douglas Function

The Cobb-Douglas function is explained in detail in later pages

as it is the one chosen for use in this study, recognizing that it has

certain limitations. It assumes that the percentage increase in

yield is constant and equal for all increments of input added. It

dbes not assume that the ratios of marginal yields are equal. The

Cobb-Douglas function can indicate either constant, increasing, op

decreasing returns to scale, but it indicates only one of these, not
I/

a combination of.them.-  Further limitations will be discussed on 

pages 19 and 20.

The Cobb-Douglas type of analysis first appeared in published form .

in 1928 in an article by Charles W. Cobb of Amherst College and Paul
2/

H. Douglas of the University of C h i c a g o T h e y  studied production 

input-output relationships, as they saw much progressive work being 

done oh measurement of physical production in manufacturing. In this 

original study, they set out to discover or explore what relationship • 

existed between production and two general inputs, labor and capital.

In the process of this analysis they outlined a method by which this 

relationship might be expressed or formulated and in so doing they

Baum, Heady and Blackmore, op cit.I/
I/ Cobb and Douglas, op cit.
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opened up the field of the derivation Or estimation of production functions 

to many more economists who followed their work and used this method.

Their study set out to secure answers or approximations to the foil- 

lowing questions: (I) ban one estimate within certain limits or with

certain degrees of confidence what causes production to increase or 

decrease? (2) Again, within certain limits caii one compare the differ

ences in magnitude of the influence of one input, labor, versus the 

influence of another input, capital, On production? (3) As one changes 

the proportion of one input to another over time, can we examine total 

product and determine or estimate wh^t each .add\s to production, and 

(4) can one measure the probable slopes of the curves of incremental 

product which .are imputed to the different factors namely labor and 

capital? In other words, with a positive or negative change in the 

value of an independent variable, (labor or capital) what is the corre

sponding change in the dependerit variable or production?

The first step in their original work was to acquire some measures to,

work with from the past records which were available. They drew up
.

indices for production, labor, and capital for the period 1899 to 1922.

The following genefhl type function was chosen: P = (b) C ^  ^  ^here

(L) is labor in man-years, (G) is capital in dollar's, (?) is total phys

ical production and (b) as well as (K) are derived values. With this 

type fuhction we have the properties that if either (L) or (C) approached 

zero then this forces (?) to approach zero. The function is then a first 

degree homogenous fuhction of labor and capital. If labor and capital 

are multiplied by some constant factor then (?) is also multiplied by
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that factor. The numerical values for (b) and (K) are found in the 

sense of the theory of .least, squares, so that (P) best approximates 

the actual production.

For ease in computation this general function may be converted to 

a function which is linear in logarithm^ as the following two functions 

are equal„

(?) = (b)L^C^1-K^
log (P) = log (b) + (K) log (L) + (I-K) log (C)

Using the indices that they had computed their final equation took the 

form of:

P'
3/4 1/4

1.01 (L) (C)

The coefficients (K) and (L) are derived so thft their sum is always

equal to one. This would say that we have constant returns to scale.

It can (then be shown that the marginal productivity of labor is

3/4 P/L, since F- 3/4 f z \  Likewise, the marginal productivity of
O  L V V

capital is This -is marginal value productivity if (?) is in value

terms. The prpductivity of total labor is 3/41? and the productivity 

• of total capital is- 1/4 P. The elasticity of the product to small 

changes in labor is 3/4 and in capital it is 1/4. In other words a 

one-percent change in labor would cause a .75 percent change in produc

tion, and a one-percent charige in capital would chaflge production by 

.25 percent.

Tt was made clear ih the article that the figure derived here and 

the data used is not meant to be the most important contribution of the
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study. The item of greatest importance was meant to be t{ie method of 

.attack which they used in analyzing a production problem,

Douglas, since his original use of this type of analysis in 1928, 

has used it extensively in several subsequent studies. He fitted a
I/production function of this same general form to manufacturing in 1914 

He conducted several other subsequent studies in the manufacturing indus

try but they are similar and thiq original one is sufficient to show us
o/the general method of the analysis —

Advantages of Using the Cobb-Douglas Analysis

•Many economists have used this technique in the past. Why have 

they used this type of approach rather than some other? Several people 

who have used this type analysis have given reasons for or advantages of 

using it. One of the major advantages is that the function, because of 

its general form, can be transformed into logarithmic form and the para

meters are thus estimated by the very well known method of least squares.—

Grace T. Gunn and Paul H. Douglas, "The Production- Function for 
American Manufacturing tor 1914," Journal of Political Economy, 
Volume 50, 1942, p p . 595-6Q2, '

Grace T . Gunn and Paul H. Douglas, "The Production Function for 
American Manufacturing for 1919," Journal of Political Economy, 
Volume 31, 1947 .

H. 6. Carter, . "Modification, of.the Cobb-Douglas Function to. • 
Destroy Constant Elas.t icityaand'Symmetry I , !' Resource Productivity, 
Returns to Scale and 'Farm Size, Editors,' Heady, Johnson and 
Hardin, The "Iowa State Oolldge Press, Ames Iowa, 1956,.
Chapter 19 .■

/
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Gerhard Tintner, who has done a considerable amount of work with production 

functions of various types, lists the following reasons for using the Cobb- 

Douglas function in his study of Iowa Farms in 1942.—  First of all, the 

elasticities of the product with respect to the factors of production can 

be readily seen because the elasticities are the regression coefficients 

themselves. In other words, they illustrate1 by what percent the product 

will increase if a given factor of production is increased by one percent. 

These elasticities are also dimensionless numbers which says that they are 

completely independent of any specific unit of measurement which might 

be used. This form of function permits the fitting of an equation with
j

fewer degrees of freedom. This can be an item of extreme importance in 

certain studies due to small sample size. In a small sample it is nec

essary to conserve degrees of freedom. A quadratic function would . 

require about twice as many degrees of freedom. If it can be assumed 

that the errors are small and normally distributed in the original data 

when the data are transformed to logarithms, it preserves this normality 

to a substantial degree. Tintner further points out that even though 

Douglas and his associates have received a considerable amount of criti

cism, they have nevertheless clearly demonstrated the usefulness of this 
2 /type of approach.—

—  ̂ Gerhard Tintner, "A Note on the Derivation of Production Functions
From Farm Records," Econometrica, Volume 12, January 1944, 
pp. 26-35 .

2/ Ibid.
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Earl 0. Heady lists his reasons for using this approach which

I/parallel the reasons given by Tintner very closely.— Heady, in addition

to the reasons listed by Tintner, points out that comparisons can be

made between studies when this approach is used. Several other authors 
\

have discussed desirable features of using the Gobb-Douglas type analysis
2/and their reasons parallel those discussed above 

Input and Output Classification

The Cobb-Douglas technique for estimating a production function has 

several advantages arid is relatively easy to fit statistically, as was 

pointed out above. Setriing up the model and grouping the inputs so that 

there is a finite workable number of input categories is of major impor

tance and is, in most cases, a difficult task.

At any point of time it is evident that given farms employ a large 

number of resources, and these resources are employed in an infinite 

number of ways and combinations, These inputs must be.combined or 

grouped into definite input categories which are reasonable in nature 

and finite in, number". As stated by Glenn L . Johnson:

Earl 0. Heady, "Production Function ^rom a Random Sample of Farms," 
Journal of Farm Economics, Volume 28, 1946, pp. 989-1004.

W. J . Forman, Resource Returns and Productivity Coefficients on 
Owner-Operated Farms in the Piedmont of Georgia, Georgia Agricul
tural Experiment Stations, University of Georgia, College of 
Agriculture, Technical Bulletin N.S. 9, December 1956. Also see:
JH. R. Jensen, and W. B . Sundquist, Resource Productivity and 
Income"for a Sample of West Kentucky Farms, Kentucky Agricultural 
Experiment Station, University of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky, 
Bulletin No. 630, June 1955.



"The number of inputs and, IesS often, the number of products 
involved in a farm business analysis ordinarily exceeds the analytical 
facilities of the human mind. This makes it necessary to group inputs, 
and often times, outputs into a limited number of categories before 
analysis can be carried out„ — '

Johnson further points out that from an economic standpoint inputs must

be studied carefully before they are grouped or aggregated into input

categories. If inputs are perfect complements then there will not be much

variation in the proportion in which they are used from farm to farm.

They are, therefore, often times grouped together into input categories.

An example of this might be machinery. For certain items of equipment,

such as tractors, there are certain machines that are used with them in

relatively fixed proportions depending on the type of farm organization.

If, on the other hand, when inputs are good substitutes for each other,

the proportions in which they are used will vary widely from farm to farm.

They can logically be grouped together in most cases by converting .them

to a common base measure and use this to combine them. For example,

hired labor and family labor are good substitutes, but they can logically

be combined into a single input category by converting each one to man-

months and adding them with the aid of this base denominator. Johnson,

then would imply that either good substitutes or good complements should
2/

be grouped together as explained above.-  Likewise, input categories 

—  ̂ Heady, Johnson, and Hardin, op cit., Chapter 9.

- 15 -

2/ Ibid.
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should be neither good substitutes nor good complements for each other . 

James S . Plaxico agrees very closely to the ideas of Glenn Johnson on
I/grouping complements and substitutes into aggregate input categories'

He points out that if they are not grouped it will bias the estimate of 

the function. This is true because the Cobb-Douglas model assumes dimin

ishing marginal rates of input Substitution and thus assumes that the 

level of each input affects the productivity of others.

Xt can be seen that aggregating inputs into input categories or 

groups is a very important part of any study of this type. In their 

study on 145 West Kentucky Farms, H . R. Jensen and W . B . Sundquist 

grouped the inputs into five categories. These categories were as 

follows: x = estimated gross income and was the dependent variable;

Xg = land measured in acres; x^ = labor measured in months; X4 = crop
2/services in value terms; and x^ = livestock services in value terms.— 

Darrel F . Fienup, in his study on Montana dryland crop farms, fitted 

two different functions  ̂ In his livestock function he set up the 

following input groups: = the value of total livestock output

which was the dependent variable; x-̂  = value of total feed fed;

I/

2/

3/

James S . Plaxico, "Problems of Factor-Product Aggregation in 
Cobb-Dptijglas Value Productivity Analysis" Journal of Farm 
Economics, Volume 37, No. 4, November 1955, pp. 664-675.

Jensen and Sundquist, op cit.

Darrel F. Fienup, Resource Productivity on Montana.Dryland Crop 
Farms, Montana State College, Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Bozeman, Montana, Mimeograph Circular 66, 1952.
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%2 = man-months of labor expended on livestock; x^ = total livestock" in-r

put; and x^ .= value of all other inputs to livestock. Earl 0. Heady in

his study, previously mentioned, grouped the inputs into land measured

in.acres; labor measured in months; farm improvements such as buildings
I/etc; liquid assets; working assets and cash operating expenses.—

The input of management is excluded in these studies. Weather

condition is another variable that is usually omitted as there would be

a great deal of error in estimating measures for them.

Output classification is also a problem not to be overlooked when

analyzing survey data. Glenn Johnson feels that the less interrelated

two enterprises are the more reason you have for placing them in differ-
2/ent categories.-

James Plaxicq,.in general, agrees with the idea of separating output

or enterprises on the basis of how much interrelation there is between 
3 /them.— He also implies that as one tends to consider a separate treat

ment of output by source to keep from introducing error or bias into 

the analysis, it soon becomes practically impossible to perform the 

analysis. The .amount of bias introduced may1 be reduced, however, by 

aggregating some of the outpu^ and then deriving separate functions 

according to type-of-farm. For example, Earl Heady in a study of this

'Heady, op cit.

Heady, Johnson and Hardin, op,, cit, Chapter 9.

I/

2/

3/ Plaxico, op cit.
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type of 738 Iowa farms divided Ijis sample up into three different groups.

First, in accordance with location in the state, he divided the group

into Northwest dairy, cash grain, Western meat, Southern pastures and

Eastern meat f a r m s O n  a second breakdown in accordance with type of.

farm, he divided the sample into crop, hay, dairy and dual purpose,..general

and specific farms. On a ttiiird division he broke them down as to size

or scale of operation. A specific function was fitted to each one of

.these divisions as well as an all farm function which was fitted po the

entire sample. W. J . Forman in his study of owner-ioperated farms in

Georgia divided the sample into four sub-classes as to type of farm and
2/ 'derived a separate equation for each one.— Gerhard Tintnpr and.0. H.

Brownlee in their study of this kind of 468 Iowa farms divided the sample

into five type-of-farming groups which were hogs, beef'feeder, dairy,
3 /crops, and general type farms.— It becomes quite obvious that most 

studies which are conducted for a general group of farms are further 

subdivided into groups as to output.

Most o"i the material which is written concerning this type anal

ysis makes it clear that some difficult problems must be considered in 

the area of aggregating inputs and outputs in deriving a Gobb-Douglas 

function. This does not say that these problems are peculiar to the 

Cobb-Douglas technique as this same type problem is present in any

I/ Heady, op cit.

Forman, op cit.

Brownlee and Tintner, "Production Functions Derived From Farm 
Records," Journal of Farm Economics, Volume 26, 1944, pp. 566-571.
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analytical method of fitting ,a production function to farm records and 

accounts.

Economic Interpretation from a Production Function
' \
This outlines how and why this type of analysis has been used. It 

now becomes necessary to ask how the Cobb-Douglas technique aids in 

answering economic questions. Proper economic interpretation of these 

equations is very important in any study of this kind. A production 

function analysis regardless of .the specific method used in fitting it 

has within it the possibility of answering many economic questions 

facing the firm. It can aid most in answering questions in two very 

basic areas. First, it provides the framework necessary to determine 

optimum use of input factors in the production process and the optimum 

level of production. Secondly, it can give indications as to how 

resources are being used on farms in certain areas and how these 

resources might be employed more efficiently.

There has been some criticism by various people on economic inter

pretation from a Cobb-Douglas function. M. W. Reder has criticized this 

approach from the standpoint of using an interfirm production function 

to make ihtrafirm d e c i s i o n s T h e .Cobb-Douglas function is an inter

firm function and the production function commonly taked about in produ

ction theory is an intrafirm function. 'As Reder points out these two 

functions are different in several ways. The production function in

—  ̂ Melvin W. Reder, "An Alternative Interpretation of the Cobb- 
Douglas Function," Econometrics, Volume 11, July-October, ■ 
pp» 259-264, ''

\
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theory describes a relationship between the quantities of inputs employed 

and the physical quantity of the firms output. Then, given the demand 

curves for the firms products and the supply curves of the factors to 

■the firm, the point on the production surface where the firm's profits 

are maximized can be found . All the other points on the surface tell 

what the output would have been if this combination of input factors 

had been employed, but they are not prift maximization points. The 

Cobb-Douglas function, however, describes the relationship between the - 

output of firms in the study and the combination of factors they employ. 

The Cobb-Douglas function is a focus of output and factor quantities of 

all the firms included in the study. The second main difference between 

the two functions, as pointed .out by Reder, is that the function in 

theory relates physical quantities of output to physical quantities of 

input of the factors. In his functions, Douglas related the.,value 

added in manufacturing (defined as products) to physical quantities of 

factors.

Because of .these differences in the two types of functions, Reder 

feels there ardi problems in drawing intrafirm decisions from an inter

firm function. Bronfenbrenner an'd others also discuss the matter of 

drawing■intrafirm decisions from an inferfirm function but; they do not 

feel that this is as limiting as Reder suggests.— '

M. Bronfenbrenner, 1 !production Functions: Cobb-Douglas Interfirm,
Intrafirm," Econometrics, Volume 11, January 1944, pp. 35-44»
Also see:' Plaxico, op cit., p. 672.

I/
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How is an actual Cobb-Douglas function interpreted once"it has been 

fitted? Cecil B . Haver outlines how this ip d o n e F i r s t  of all, 

assume that a function has been fitted with the Cobb-Douglas technique, 

and it is of the form:

log x = .200 + .060 log x + .500 log x + .430 log ,x 
I 2 3 4
Standard errors of Xg = .05

Xg = .08

x4 = .10
2Adjusted R = .83»

2First, the coefficient of multiple determination (R ) indicates the 

percent of variation in output, or the dependent variable, that is 

explained by the input factors included in the equation. Here, for 

example, one would say that 83 percent of the variation in X p  on the 

average, is explained by Xg, Xg, and X4 . 'As mentioned previously, in 

discussing the advantages of using this type analysis, it was pointed 

out that the regression coefficients themselves are the elasticities of 

the product with respect to the factors of production. In other words, 

they indicate the expected percentage change in output if an input factor 

is increased by one-percent. In this example, if Xg was increased by 

one-percent and x^ and X^ fixed, it would result in approximately .50 

percent increase in output. If anyjone of these elasticities is greater

than one, then there are increasing marginal returns to this factor.
; ■

If they are less than one this indicates decreasing1 marginal returns to

I/ Heady, Johnson, and Hardin, bp cit., Chapter 16.
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each factor. In this example, as all but one factor is held constant, 

the marginal return to the factor varied will d e'er ease the more of the 

factor that is used. The sum of these elasticities is also important 

in proper economic interpretation of a function of this type. If the 

sum of these elasticities is equal to one, this indicates constant 

returns to scale. In other words, if all inputs were increased by 

one-percent this would also increas'e output by one-percent. If the sum 

of the elasticities is significantIy greater than one, then this indi

cates increasing retursn to scale. If all inputs were increased by 

one-percent then output would increase by something greater than one 

percent. Likewise, if the sunil of the elasticities is significantly 

less than one, this indicates decreasing returns to scale.

It is also necessary td.compute standard errors of the regression 

coefficients which enables one to show the relative reliability of the 

regression coefficients. In this example, if X^ is increased by one- 

percent it will, on the average, increase output "by (^43.+. .10) percent 

or from (33 to 53) percent..

The. estimated marginal value productivities .are also .computed at., 

the geometric mean of the inputfactors';.:. These are computed .in the

common production functioniin.economic.theory by taking the partial
-

derivative of physical output with respect to the input in question.

The partial derivative is then multiplied by the price of the product 

to arrive at marginal value product.. In the Cobb-Dpuglas function the 

output is in value terms so the marginal value product is the partial 

derivative of output with respect to the factor in question. Bradford
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an4 Johnson lay out a formula for computing the marginal value productivity

I/which has been used in subsequent studies.- . Forman used this formula in 

his study of Georgia farms. The formula reads as follows:

MVP., = b .

where (MVPx ) is the marginal value productivity for the input

is the elasticity or regression coefficient of the input x. and Y is thei e
estimated gross farm income which:is established using the computed 

constants in the regression equation and the geometric means of the 

variables. The geometric mean of the variable is X^, For example, in 

the study on Coweta County, Georgia, x^ was current operating expenses 

in dollar terms and the geometric mean of this input was $1,282. The 

,estimated gross farm income computed with the regression equation was 

$3,126. The elasticity of this input, category was found to be .7464, 

and the marginal value productivity of x^ can.be computed by the method 

outlined above:

MVPv, = (.7464) I 3.49499)=, $1.82, 
3.10789/

Tliese marginal productivities indicate.the returns which one would 

expect, on the average, from adding one more unit of the productive 

factor. The lnarginal productivities just computed would indicate that 

for every additional dollar spent on current operating expenses (x$) 

would yield an approximate return of $1.82 in increased output. The 

other input factors are all considered held constant when marginal 

value, productivities are computed.

I/ Lawrence A. Bradford and Glenn L. Johnson, Fhrm Management Analysis, 
New York, John Wiley and Sons, 1953, p. 149. ■



CHAPTER III 

THE DATA AND ANALYSIS 

Source of Data

As outlined in Chapter I this study was requested by the Ravalli 

Farm and Home Improvement Association. The population was then.all 

Grade A dairy farms in the bounds of Ravalli County who are on Grade A 

milk routes of three different distributors located in Missoula, Montana. 

Sj.. J. Tietema cOmpil1Ipd a list of these 68 producers and sent them a one- 

page questionnaire which was aimed at answering such basic questions as 

number of cows, number of .'acres, and percentage of farm incpme that was 

from the dairy itself.-  A letter also accompanied this questionnaire 

which .explained the intent of conducting a study such as they requested 

through..the Ravalli Farm and Home Improvement Association.

The sample drawn from the population was then made up of all the 

producers who returned their original questionnaire. There were 37 

producers in the sample from which a personal interview schedule was 

taken. Due to numerous reasons, only 31 of the 37 schedules were con

sidered usable and included in the study. This makes it clear that by 

such a method of sampling therfe is no assurance of having a random 

..sample, It is very possibly a bias sample. The sample does, however,

include approximately half of the population.I
The interview schedule was quite detailed. Complete information

was obtained as to total output from the farm regardless of the source

from which it comes. The remainder of the schedule was aimed at 
__ : : :

S. J. Tietema, County Agent-at-lLprge in Ravalli County, Montana.
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obtaining .information as to inputs or resources employed on the farm and 

more specifically in what quantity these inputs were employed,.

A copy of the schedule is contained in Appendix A, The only value 

figures that were taken from the farmers was the value of gardens and 

fruit trees. The other value figures were equal for all farmers as it 

was believed that very little price differential would exist from farm 

to farm in such a small geographic area. An equal price is used for 

all farmers.—^

The prices for all cash grain crops were obtained from P . J . Greer 

in Helena, M o n t a n a T h e  prices used were average prices received in 

Ravalli County for specific crops in 1958. Hay prices were also com

puted with the aid of the Montana Agricultural Statistics of .1958.

There were many estimates on the schedules of farmers in the area pur

chasing alfalfa hay and these followed a nearly uniform price of $19.50, 

per ton. This was quite comparable to the price in the above mentioned 

statistics. This price was used for alfalfa hay and all other hay was 

priced at $11.50 per. ton as found in the Montana Agricultural Statistics

for 1958. Silage .was converted to a dry matter basis as compared to
3/

alfalfa hay and its value was $6.50 per ton for all silage.

See.Appendix B for a list of the prices used.

P. J . Greer, Agricultural Marketing Service in Helena, Montana^ 
This office publishes the Montana Agricultural Statistics for 
Montana.

Conversion ratios for the silage to a dry matter basis was 
obtained from Morrison, Feeds and Feeding, 22nd Edition, The 
Morrison Publishing Company, 1957,
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Animal unit months of grazing were calculated from the number and

age of livestock on pasture and the time span which they were on the

pasture. An animal unit month of grazing is then defined as a month of

grazing for one animal unit.I/ Each animal unit month of grazing was

valued at $3,25» This figure was arriyed at from estimates given

regarding rental arrangements on the interview schedules and also on
2/recommendation from William Thomas.

The state average price of $.37 was used for the value of eggs both 

used in household and sold. If the individual farmer had a specific 

market for eggs then they were.valued at that specific price. It .was 

assumed that all -farmers met their quota of Grade A milk and thus any 

milk used in the. household or fed to calves was valued according to 

Glass II or at the manufacturing milk price. This varied slightly as to 

the distributor to whom their milk was. sold. Value of all milk sold,, 

both manufacturing and Grade A, was obtained for each rpdocuer from .the 

distributor handling his milk.

Man-equivalent months was not answered as such ..by the farmer but 

was computed1 from the data they gave as to labor employed,. In converting 

to man-months the following assumptions were made. Bay labor and.hours 

of labor were converted to man-month by two ratios: 26 days equal one

man-month and 260 hours equal one man-month. Hours or days spend by

L/
2/

The table for animal unit conversion is in Appendix B .

William Thomas is County Extension Agent in Ravalli County and 
he arrived, at $3,25 per animal unit month of grazing from his 
experience in the area.
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children under 14 was valued at half-time and for children 15 or over 

were full-time. The labor of the wife on farm work was valued as full

time. These conversions were used as there are many jobs on a dairy 

farm that it would take a man to do if the children and wife did not take 

care of them.

General Procedurd

As discussed previously> a Cobb-Douglas type function was used in 

phis ptudy. Several different models were drawn up but the same general 

type function, linear in logarithms, was used for all models. The depen

dent variable.was gross farm income for all models. The type and number 

of independent variables differed from function to function. Several 

models were considered which combined the inputs in different ways,.

The functionstall followed the general form: 
b- . b9 b„ b^ ; ,b_

Y = a (X1) (Xg) (x3) (x^) '(*m)
where (Y) is gross farm income measured in dollar terms and (m) is the 

number of variables. Gross farm income is the value of all products 

produced on the farm. Inventory changes are also taken into account 

when computing the value of gross farm production or gross farm income 

which we define as (Y). As mentioned previously, when the Cobb-Douglas 

type analysis is used, the general form of the equation is linear in 

logarithms which reads as follows:

log (Y) = a+(b1) log (X1) + (b2) log (x%) +(bg) log (X3) + (b^) 

log (X4)+. . . . .  +(b^) log (xm) .
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With the data converted to logarithms and the function fitted by the 

method of least squares, the (b^) are the regression coefficients and 

(a) is the Y-axis intercept of the equation. The (x_) are measured at 

the geometric means of the input category. The geometric mean of the 

input group number one would be (X^). This form of equation, linear 

in logarithms, is the form in which the results of this problem will 

be presented.

An Added Limitation to Economic Interpretations

In making economic interpretations it is assumed that the prices 

used in computing gross farm income remain the same as they were in 

the derivation of the function. This assumption is not necessarily a 

realistic one on Grade A dairy farms. In many areas of agricultural 

production this assumption is realistic, but because of base milk quotas 

it is not realistic on dairy farms. A milk producer has a base quota 

of milk which he is under obligation to supply and most producers thus 

produce some amount over their quota at most times during the year.

All of the milk produce does not go into the fluid milk market and thus 

it does not command a fluid milk price. This problem was outlined in 

sett ting up the Montana Milk Control Board as follows:

"It is hereby declared that fluid milk is a perishable 
commodity, which is easily contaminated with harmful bacteria, 
which cannot be stored for any great length of time, which must 
be produced and distributed fresh daily, and the supply of which 
cannot be regulated from day to day, but due to natural and . . 
seasonal conditions, must be produced on a constantly uniform 
and even basis."— /

Rev. Codes, Montana 1947, Replacement 2, pp. 1082-1094, 27-401..I/
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"It is hereby declared that the demand for this perishable 
commodity fluctuates from day to day and from time to time making 
it necessary that the producers and distributors shall produce 
and carry on hand a surplus of milk in order to guarantee and 
insure to the consuming public an adequate supply at all times, 
which surplus must of necessity be converted into by-products 
of milk at great expense and ofttimes at a loss to the producer 
and distributor.'— '

"it is hereby declared that this surplus df milk, though 
necessary and unavoidable, unless regulated, tends to undermine 
and destroy the fluid milk industry, which causes producers to 
relax their diligence in complying with the provisions of the 
health authorities and offtimes to produce milk of an inferior 
and unsanitary quality."— /

The Montana Milk Control Board sets a minimum price which distributors

may pay producers for milk that is sold as fluid milk and cream for . , ...
3/consumption as such*-  They do not set a price for surplus milk, re

ferred to as manufacturing milk in the text of this thesis. The Board 

does not set up or regulate base quotas or lay down laws or suggestions 

for formulating base quotas. This is a matter which is handled between ■ 

the producer and distributor involved in the transaction.

Wallace A. Rehberg made the following statements concerning manu

facturing milk and milk produced over base quotas.

"The Montana Milk/Control Board also has./no. provisions 
for base-excess plans of pricing. The Montaha dairy producer 
has little assurance of .a just price for production in excess 
of his base. . Each producer must take what the distributor will

-  .Ibid., "27-401 (i)

~ Ibid., "27-401 (h)

2/ There are several specific laws pretaining to how the price is 
to be set and what steps must be followed in setting it in the 
laws of the Milk Control Board which we have just quoted from 
above.
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pay or keep his excess at home. If a distributor purchases 
enough milk in the months of low production he usually has an 
excess of milk during the period of high production that must 
be utilized in products of lower value. 11J;/

The blend price, the average price received per unit of milk or fat 

sold by a milk producer, varies from producer to producer. It is depen

dent on the individual producers base quota, on plant usage of .they milk, 

on retail consumption of fluid milk, ^he product prices for different 

classes of milk and also the amount he produces in relation to his base 

.quota.

Let us now further assume that less than 100 percent of the base 

quota is used as fluid milk, and that most farmers are producing over 

their base quota. Empirical observation would support this assumption 

to a substantial degree. On the basis of these assumptions it is clear 

.that additional production is directly related to the farmers blend 

price. As the dairyman produces more, his blend price decreases. There 

is little if any evidence to say how much it will decrease. The amount 

of the base quota itself and the price received for manufacturing milk 

are both determined mainly by a.bargaining process between the producer 

and the distributor. It is then difficult to forecast accurately what 

the price of milk over the base quota would be. One can, with some 

degree of certainty, indicate that as more milk is produced it will 

command a lower pricei

I/~  Wallace A. Rehberg, Effectiveness of Selected Methods for Increasing 
the Consumption of Dairy Products in Montana, Mastet1s 'Thesis, 
Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, Montana 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bozeman, Montana, 1959.
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This lea^s one to question the assumption that as inputs are increased 

the prices used in computing gross farm income remain the same as in the 

derivation of the function. ■ The prices for milk would be lower, as pointed 

out above, but those for the other protions of gross farm income would 

likely be nearly the same. Thus, when we interpret a function we must 

examine o.ur results carefully and recognize a substantial degree of 

uncertainty. For example, if there is an elasticity of .60 and a marginal 

value productivity $1.32 for an input category, certain economic inter

pretations can be made. If the input category was increased by one-percent 

and others held constant it would increase gross value of output by „60 

percent. Likewise, if one increased the input by an additional unit it 

would increase output by ($1.32). In a dairy function, such as the ones 

in this study, one would expect the elasticity and the marginal value 

productivity to be somewhat lower due to the market structure which the 

firm faces.

In the following pages the regression equations will be presented 

and they will be interpreted as though the prices, in computing gross 

farm income, did remain the same. These economic interpretations must, 

in turn, be considered with .a certain degree of caution by the reader.

Model I.

The first model presented is a general farm model where the input 

categories are very general in nature: When one asks what inputs are

likely to be very influential in determining the level of gross farm 

income, the following groupings seem logical:
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(Y) = gross farm income;

(x^) is the value of all land and buildings excluding the house; 

(Xg) is labor measured in man-months;

(Xg) is the dollar value of all livestock on the farm including

all other livestock and poultry as well as dairy stock;

(x^) is the value of all feed fed livestock which includes both

roughage and concentrates;

(x ) is the value of all farm machinery; and 
■ 5
(xg) is cash operating expenses.

Land was measured in value terms rather than in acres as there is a 

very wide variation in productivity of land in the area. Land in the 

bottom of the valley compared to land up out of the valley on either 

side is far from equal in productivity acre per acre. Thus, value was 

used in all models as a common denominator for the land input, which 

assumes, the market prices of land reflect differences in productivities
I/The regression equation expressed in logarithms was found to be:—

Log (Y) = (.005209) (.003738) log (x^) - (.122509) .log. (x^

+ (.194859) log (j^) + (.349692) log (x .)  +(.011038)

: > log (X5)1+ (.598586) log (Xg).

The coefficient of multiple determination is significant at the 

one-percent level. This indicated that there is less than a one-in- 

arhundred chance that a relationship such ks' this could arise in a

— / "Appendix C gives additional statistical data concerning Model I .
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population where there is no relationship. The corrected coefficient of 

multiple determination is (.8242) and the standard error of the regression 

equation is (.0711). This would indicate that approximately 82 percent 

of the variations in gross farm income is explained by the independent 

variables. The standard error thus sets an upper and lower limit for the 

geometric mean of gross farm income which in logarithms will range from 

4.2873 - .0711 to 4.2874 + .0711 where 4.2874 is the calculated geometric 

mean of gross farm income. In dollar terms this would say that gross 

farm income varies from a low of $16,457.00 to $22,830.00 as the upper 

limit.

The regression coefficients are elasticities', and their standard 

errors and "t" values are shown in Table I , As show in that table, four 

of the six coefficients are significant at the 20 percent level or above. 

Cash operating expenses and all feed show the greatest significance■and 

have the elasticities of the largest magnitude. If cash operating 

expenses were increased by one-percent while other inputs were held 

constant, one would expect an approximate increase of .60 percent in 

gross farm income. If all feed were to be increased by one-percent in 

the same manner one would expect a .35 percent increase in gross farm 

incomie. Land and buildings, as well as all farm machinery failed to 

show significance above the 20 percent level. Labor shows a negative 

elasticity which would indicate that gross farm income would lower as 

labor was increased. This is very difficult to visualize, but it tends 

to support the hypothesis.that these farms are overemployed in labor in
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TABLE I. RANGES IN QUANTITIES OF THE INPUT CATEGORIES EMPLOYED, GEOMETRIC 

MEANS, ELASTICITIES, STANDARD ERRORS OF THE ,ELASTICITIES, THE 
,SUM OF THE ELASTICITIES AND THE CALCULATED "t" VALUES ON 
RAVALLI COUNTY GRADE A DAIRY FARMS.

Input ' Range Geometric Standard "t"
CAtegpries Units Lowest i Highest Mean Elasticity Error Value

Land .&
Buildings dollars $10,Q00 $69,000

Total
Labor man-mo;1 s 9.50 37.7

All
Livestock dollars 6,110 29,130

All
Feed dollars 3,620 12,830

All farm
Machinery dollars 4,345 22,630

Cash opera
ting 
Expense dollars 2,977 12,830

Total

28,839 -.p03738 .053386 .053386

23.19 -.122509 .076824 1.59467£-/

14,110 .194859 .126134 .1.54480^/

6,776 .349692 .101394 3.44884^/

9,082 .011038 .276154 .039970

6,300 .598586 .062761 9.53754&Z

1.027928

A/

b/

Significant at the .1 percent Ieve of probability. 

Significant at the I. percent level of probability.

sJ Significant at the 20 percent level of probability.

relation to other input categories. Some error may have been introduced 

when labor was converted to man-months as outlined earlier in this Chapter, 

The sum' of the elasticities as presented in Table I was 1.03 which 

jwould indicate constant returns to scale as the sum of the elasticities

is not significantIy different from one. In the returns to scale problem
■
it is necessary to be careful due to the milk pricing situation as



mentioned above and it would seem logical that any returns to scale esti

mates would tend to be high.

The mar^ihgl value productivities as presented in Table II are com-
i , .

puted at the geometric means'of the input categories in question. They 

are computed by the formulq:
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where (b ) is the elasticity, (Ye) is expected value of gross farm 

income as explained in the function, and ) is the geometric mean of 

the input category.— / All marginal value productivity estimates are 

in dollar terms per unit increase of the input category in question.

TABLE II. MARGINAL VALUE PRODUCTIVITIES MEASURED AT THE GEOMETRIC MEAN 
1 OF THE INPUT CATEGORIES. THR EXPECTED GROSS FARM INCOME FROM

___________ THE FUNCTION EQUALS ($19,383)______________________________'
Geometric ‘ Marginal Value Unit of

Input" ’,Category_____Mean _____________  Productivity________ Input________

Land & buildings 28., 839 ' ; $- .003 dollars

Tptal labor 23,19 -ip2.39 man-months

All livestock 14,110 .27 -dollars

All feed 6,776 I.QO dollars

All farm
machinery 9,082 .02 dollars

Cash operating 
expenses 6,300 1.84 dollars

Marginal value productivities are of little or no meaning if the 

elasticities are not significant. Here one must be extremely'' careful

£n interpretation due to the market structure for fluid milk which was
I /  I ' "  "  I "

Bradford and Johnson, op cit., pv 149.

i , !
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mentioned above. Cash operating expense is the only variable which yields 

a net return in the group of the variable considered in the function. 

According to the above table it would yield a net return of $0.84 per 

dollar invested but it would likely be lower than this due to the 

decreasing price for additional milk as explained above.

Model II.

A second function was computed which again considered (Y) as gross 

farm income and the dependent variable. The inputs were aggregated into 

five categories which werp mainly oriented to the dairy operation as it 

is the major enterprise on all farm interviewed. The inputs were grouped 

as follows:

(x^) is the yalue of dairy cows and two-year old heifers;

(xg) is the v^lue of farm buildings plus dairy equipment;

(x^) is total ltabor measured in man-months;

(x^) is cash operating expenses; and 

(x^) is the value of all feed fed.

A value figure was placed on the dairy cattle input because there is 

a considerable variation in quality of dairy cattle and a value figure 

should take this into consideration while mere animal numbers-would not. 

Value of farm buildings and dairy equipment were grouped together, with 

the house not considered as a farm .building in this input group. This 

was done on the basis of an assumption that nearly all of the buildings 

on these Grade A Dairies would be oriented to the dairy operations. Also 

permanent type equipment such as stalls and special feeding 'equipment
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should actually be considered dairy equipment but they may be included in 

the value of a building. The other three variables, labor, cash operating 

expenses, and fefed fed are the same as they were in Model I .

The regression equhtioni^ expressed in logarithms was found to be:

log (Y) “ -.013551 +.192915 log (x ) -.095634 log (xg)

-.1.13900 log (x3) +.677990 log (x^) +.387089 log (x ).

The coefficient of multiple determination is significant at the .1 

percent level. The corrected coefficient of multiple determination is 

(.8351) which indicates that over 86 percent of the variation of gross 

farm income is explained by the regression equation. The standard error 

of this estimating equation is (.0689).

The range of the input categories as well as their geometric means, 

elasticities, standard error and "t" values are presented in Table III.

Total labor in man-months again had a"negative sign and it is not signi-
■

ficant. at the 20 percent level or higher. This leads, fco the same type . 

of conclusion $.s was made in the analysis of Model I concerning labor.

The coefficient for buildings and dairy equipment is also not signi

ficant . Cash operating expenses and value of all feed fed seem to be 

the variables in this model which ar.e of the greatest significance as 

they are significant at the .1 percent and 5 percent level respectively.

The sum of the elasticities is 1.05 which .is not significantly 

different than I. This indicates constant returns to ,scale as in Model 

I and it should be viewed with the same caution.

I/ Appendix D gives additional statistical data concerning Model II.
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TABLE III.. THE RANGE IN QUANTITIES OF INPUT CATEGORIES EMPLOYED ALONG 

WITH THE GEOMETRIC MEANS, ELASTICITIES, THE STANDARD ERROR 
OF THE ELASTICITIES, THE SUM OF THE ELASTICITIES AND THE 

________CALCULATED "t" VALUES_____________________________________

Input
Categories Units

, Range
Lowest Highest

Geo-
met-ric
Mean Elasticity

Standard
Error

Mt M 
Value

xI dollars 3,400 23,000 10,875 .192915 .119640 1.61246-/

X2 dollars 3,4.00 .28,220 9,200 -.095634 ,070140 1.307547

x3 man-mo's 9.50 37.7 ' 23.19 -.113900 .106172 1.07278

x4 dollars 2,977 12,830 6,300 .677990 .152727 4.43923#/

x5 dollars 3,62.0 12,830 6,776 .387089 .184410 2.09907— /

Total 1.048460

£/

b/

c/

Significant .at the .1 percent level of probability.
:

Significant at the 5 percent level of probability.
j

Significant at the 20 percent level of probability.

The mar.gi.naI-valxie pro.ducitivites, which are computed at the geometric 

mean of the input categories, are presented in Table IV. Here again, 

labor shows a marginal value productivity of -$95.20 per man-month of 

labor added as compared to ,-$102..39 in Model I. Labor and value of 

buildings and dairy equipment are not significant variables in the 

regression equation, therefore, their marginal value productivities can

not be considered with confidence. The marginal value productivity of 

cash operating expenses and total feed fed Are both relatively high in 

this model, as they were in Model I . The marginal value productivity.
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TABLE IV. .MARGINAL VALUE PRODUCTIVITIES AT THE GEOMETRIC MEANS OF THE 

■INPUT CATEGORIES. THE EXPECTED GROSS FARM INCOME FROM THE
FUNCTION EQUALS ($19,383).

Input
Category

Geometric
Means

Marginal Value 
Productivities

Unit of 
Input

Dairy cowjs. and 
two-year old 
heifers 10,875 $ .34 dollars

Buildings and 
dairy equipment 9,200 -.20 dollars

Total labor 23 .19 -95.20 man-months

Cash operating 
expenses 6,300 2.08 dollars

Feed fed 6,776 1.11 dollars

of dairy cows and two-year old heifers is- $,0.34 in this model. It shows 

up higher in the following two models,which will be discussed. It may 

have been higher if only producing cows had been included in this category.

MocUl ̂ III.
An additional model very similar to Model II was also analyzed. The 

major difference in the two models is that buildings and dairy equipment 

were not considered as an input category and forage acres were included 

as a separate input category. The results were nearly the same for the 

inputs which were considered in both functions. The forage acre input 

did not prove to be a significant variable. It's elasticity was negative 

and of very small magnitude.—  ̂ This function also indicated constant 

returns to scale as the sum .of the elasticities was not significantIy 

different than one.

Appendix E gives additional statistical data concerning Model III.I/
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Model IV and V .

Two models were considered which were set up with the specific intent 

of trying to get some ideas as to resource use within the farm organiza

tion. To accomplish this purpose several ratios or percentages were 

included as input groups in the two models. The results from these two 

models, due to their similariyt, will be presented together. The models 

referred to above were all computed using 31 observations. There are two 

of these observations which include a second major livestock enterprise, 

beef, within the farm organization. In models IV and V, these two obser- 

ations were excluded from the analysis as they were not of the same 

general class with the other 29 units, studied.

The dependent variable in both models was gross farm income, (Y).

Both models consider six independent variables, or input categories:

(x^) is land measured in value terms;

(xg) is farm buildings and dairy equipment;

(xg) is the percentage q>f dairy labor to total labor;

(x ) is the value of all dairy cows and two-year old heifers;4
(x^) is the percentage of forage acres to total acres.

These five variables were the same for both models. In Model V  (x^) 

is the value of total feed fed, and in Model.IV it is the ratio of 

roughages fed to the concentrates fed.

The labor variable was cjivided into dairy labor and non-dairy labor, 

in hope of being able to give some indication as to where to concentrate 

available libor in the farm organization, !likewise, the percentage 

figure used in relation to land was introduced to give an indication
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as to land-use within the given farm organization. The roughage- 

concentrate tfatio was also considered in the hope,that it might give 

some indication as to where a^dition^l capital, s'houlfi be employed, if 

it is spent on feed.

Due to the ratio or percentage groups being used, the sum of.the 

elasticities indication of returns to scaje will not be considered. 

These ratio figures would tend to destroy that part of the economic ■ 

interpretation in Models IV and V.

The regression equations Expressed In logarithmic form Were found 

to be as follows:

Model IV-/

log (Y) = 3.533052 +.047389 log (x ) ,+.043092 log (x ) -.141276 

log (x%) + .692307 log (X4) -1.131111 log (x5) +.008213 log (x )

Model V-/

log (Y) = 2.465871 + .059455 log (x.) ,+ .028234 log (x„) -.035950 

log (X3) + .428462 log (X4) -.875064 log (xj +.384177 log (Xfi) .

The corrected coefficients.of;multiple:determination are .7635 and .8158 

for Model IV and V, respectively. This indicates that approximately 

76 percent of the variation in gross farm income (Y) is. explained by 

the inputs in Model IV, and approximately 82 percent in Model V. The 

standard errors for the two equations are (.0788) and (.0694) for IV 

and V respectively.

v  : 1 : ' ~  ; :
— Appendix F gives additional statistical data concerning Model IVw
—  Appendix G gives additional statistical data concerning Model V.
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The range of the input categories, the geometric means, elasticities 

and standard errors of the elasticities along with "t" values are presented 

for the two functions in Table (VaX and (Vb). The ffeed and labor percent

ages are not significant, and labor here has a negative sign as it has in 

all other models. The percentage of forage acres to total acres is signi

ficant , and in both functions has a negative sign. This indicates that as 

more acres are put in forage in relation to total acres gross farm income 

dec-lines. It then seems to follow logically that one should keep as many 

acres in cash crop as possible, and not use acres for forage crops which 

are capable pf producing cash crops. This might also indicate that in 

order to do this the firm would be better off to buy hay and other rough- 

ages rather than raising them on acres suitable for cash crops „ Pasture 

is necessary and something which is very difficult to purchase and this 

would be an exception. This is in agreement with the indication to 

forage acres which was obtained in Model III.

Value of dairy cows and two-year olds is a highly significant vari

able in b,oth functions. Total feed fed in Model V was also highly 

significant. In.Model - IV, the feed ratio considered was not significant 

so no indication was obtained as, to where additional capital should be 

spent if additional capital were to be spent on feed.

Np marginal value productivities were computed for the ratio input 

categories, or for the non-significant input groups. In Model IV, the 

marginal value productivity for dairy cows and twp-year olds is ($1.23) 

and in Model V it is ($.76). The marginal value productivity for 

totoal feed fed is $1.08 in Model V which is comparable to that of the

other models.
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TABLE V. THE RANGE OF INPUT CATEGORIES EMPLOYED ALONG WITH THE GEOMETRIC
MEANS, ELASTICITIES, STANDARD ERRORS OF THE ELASTICITIES AND -THE 
CALCULATED "t" VALUES.______________

Ca)',-- Model IV
Input Range Geometric Standard "t"
Categories ■ Units Lowest Highest Mean Elasticity Error Value

X
I

dollars 7,000 55,000 21,590 .047389 .070019 .676802

X2 dollars ■ 3,400 28,220 9,346 .043092 .076824 ,560918

X3 percent 33.43 100.0 61.55 -.141276 .126134 1.120046

X4 dollars 3,400 23,400 10,930 .692307 .101394 6.827882/

X5 percent 58,70 100.0 85.23 1.13-1111 .276154 4.0959W

x6 percent 34.-95 308.50 141.00 .008213 .062761 .013086

(b) Model. VtA,,,.
Input Range Geometric Standard "t'-
Categories. ,,.Uriils Lowest Highest Mean Elasticity Error, Value

X1 doilairs 7,000 55,000 21,590 .059455 .061324 .969522

X2 dollars 3,400 28,220 9,346 .028234 .067871 .415995

x3 percent 33.43. 100.0 61.55 -.035950 .115880 .310235

X4 dollars 3,400 23,400 10,930 .428462 .137223 3.12238-/

X5 percent 58.70 100.0 85.23 -.875064 .025293 4,597082/

X6 dollars 3,620 . 12,830 6,881 .384177 .151765 2.53139^/ -
•, *, hi . .ill ii -

Significant at the .1 percent level of probability.a/

b/ Significant at the I percent level of probability.



CHAPTER IV.

GENERAL IMPLICAdlONG

The economic interpret atidris made from this study are of use to
.

several different groups of Workers in various fields. First of all, 

they are of importance to farmers in the area in yhich the study took

place. This does not say that tfye functions of mpdels analyzed are
:•

directly applicable to any one individual farm. These models are inter- 

firm in nature, and do not coincide with the functional relationships 

existing within any one farm unit. Rather, they are aggregate functions 

for all farms, in the study. Thus the actual numerical values of the 

marginal value productivities, elasticities, and returns to.!,scale'' are 

not of direct applicability to the individual farmers. However, 

farmers and/or farm managers can take the results from this study and 

compare the individual farm to the aggregate farm in the interfprm 

functions. From this comparison they can go one step further and after 

careful interpretation, use the interfirm function to indicate direc'4 

tion of actions which could be taken to increase gross farm income on 

the individual farm/

The results of this stucfy indicate several changes that might log

ically be introduced in order to increase the efficiency of resource 

upe on many Grade A dairies in Ravalli County, Montana. A definite 

conclusion which is drawn from the. aggregate function is that there 

wouldxbe a high return to additional funds spent on cash operating 

expenses. This input category includes a large number of variable 

inputs such as veterinary expenses, dairy supplies > seed, fuel for 

machinery, insurance and other.small miscellaneous farm expenses.
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From what is in this study one cannot say directly which ones of these 

should be expanded. From careful examination of the farm unit some 

indication as to which ones should be expanded should be possible. Feed

is another input which this study would suggest could be expanded to

improve resource use in the area. The feed input was in dollar terms

and, as shown in the analysis, it would yield a net return if expanded

in the interfirm function. The exact kind of feed to expand was not 

answered in the study but it would seem logical that quality of feed 

used would be very important as well as total amount of feed fed. Again, 

a careful look.at the.individual farm should give an indication as to 

where it should be expanded, if at all. Careful examination ,of the 

individual firm might indicate that it should not be expanded as the 

general function indicates.

. Labor, as discussed in detail in the first part of this chapter, 

seems to be employed in larger amounts than profitable in relation to 

the other inputs. The labor input should, in general, not be expanded 

-but cut back. It is quite possible that some error was introduced in 

measurement of the labor input. Estimates by farmers on the inter

view ,schedule may have been high for various reasons. There is very 

little opportunity in the area for family labor other than on the farm, 

and thus estimates of labor employed may not be entirely consistent 

with productive labor employed. The measures used, and ratios! for 

converting family labor to man-months, may have been wrong. The 

negative coefficients on labbr were not significantIy different from 

zero so the conclusions made still hold true.
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There seems also to be an indication that land should be used for 

cash crops whenever possible, and forage crops reduced on land highly 

suitable for cash crops. Other indications were pointed out in the 

analysis portion of this chapter.

The above statements seem to indicate that the farms in Ravalli 

County are, in general, over-supplied with labor in relation, to the 

operating capital they have employed. This would spem logical in that 

they have a fixed supply of family labor available for use, and the 

only place for employing this labor is on the farm. The Rural Devel

opment Program is .now working in the area, along with groups such as 

the Ravalli Farm and Home Development group and others in attempting 

to stimulate opportunities in the dounty for off-farm employment, This 

may help to employ some of the family labor off the farm in part-time 

work which would be desirable in many cases as indicated by this study. 

Along with this fixed labor supply, many of these same farmers have a 

shortage of operating capital. This is the main reason that they are 

not using more short-term capital in their operations. Many of these 

farmers are in debt to a substantial degree and for this reason, even 

if they could secure short-term loans, are very reluctant to do so 

because of the debt they already have facing them. Another redsdri that 

more operating capital is not obtained for short-term use, is that the 

farmers themselves do not realize the benefits they could receive from 

spending more funds in certain areas on various expense items such as 

dairy supplies, veterinary expenses, fertilizer and others. Short

term credit may also be difficult to receive in the area for various'

I
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reasons. There is a very rapid turnover of farms in the area, and this 

may have something to do with the availability of credit to the individ

ual farmer and also definitely contributes to the fact that a consider

able number of the individual farmers themselves are in debt. Some 

individuals still hold to the traditional idea that it is "bad" to 

borrow money unless it is absolutely necessary, and thus they pass up 

an opportunity to expand .on not only long-term items but shortiirun ones 

as well. All of these things may contribute to making the results 

outlined above realistic.

All estimates in this study indicate constant returns to scale. 

However, scale changes would be tied directHy to the problem of milk 

prices as we have discussed, and in order to increase the scale of 

operation would require careful study of individual firm situations.

If the operation could be expanded, and at .the same time additional 

base quota received, then this "would be a definite possibility. If no 

additional base was received it would likely be unprofitable or much less 

profitable than the above alternative. The price that the individual 

farmer would likely receive for additional production should also be 

carefully examined. This may be difficult to predict but it is easier 

to study this problem on the individual level than in a study of an 

aggregate nature such as this.

The above'discussion points put that functions of the nature of 

those in this study can be of considerable value to the farmer or farm 

manager in the area covered by the study. The most important.function 

of this study to farmers or farm managers is not one of providing
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exact answers, but it should direct them to asking the right kinds of 

questions. The general indications or implications drawn from this 

analysis should direct the farmers or farm managers to ask themselves 

the kind of questions which, after a complete examination of their 

individual farm, will direct them to allocation or employment of 

resources in a more efficient manner.

Professional people working in the field with these farmers should 

be able to use this kind of information to guide their inquiry when 

analyzing a farm In the area. County Extension Agents and Vocational 

Agriculture instructors, as well as professional farm managers and 

other such people,should be able to use this to help them ask the most 

logical questions.

A third group of people that could use a study such as this are 

professional research personnel in production and farm management, and 

related fields. Later sections will point out the places where further 

research work would take place in this area.

This type of production function analysis has been used in the. past

for policy formation. Douglas used the results from his original-work
I/ . ■.for that purpose.— This type analysis is of specific use to policy

makers as they are interested in the aggregate, rather than the individ

ual, and this type function gives aggregative answers.

This particular study is in a very small geographic area and the 

sample size is small. Due to these factors it is of limited use in

Charles W. Cobb and Paul H. Douglas, op cit,„.
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overall policy formation. It might, however, be used in the area by 

bank representatives in issuing ,credit for expansion of farms.

Result^ of this study might be usepl by the Earn and Home Development 

organization in' the area. They might also be combined with other studies 

of the same general type and be of greater use to policy formation.

Suggestions for Further Research.

.This leads to'suggestions for further research in addition to this 

study. If additional study of this type is done, the models set Up in 

this study can serve as guides to suggest aggregation of inputs and/or

setting up a workable model for further work. In another study, tWis one
, * 1 •

can be of use in choosing the manner in which input categories are
' ; ■ ■ •

measured.

If implications to all dairy farms in Montana are desired, studies of
■ . ■ ■ ■ ' ' . ■ 1

a similar nature could he conducted in other dairy areas of the state.

The data from this study could he used in larger input-output studies on 

larger input-output models. (E«g., this study, Or data from.it., will 

likely be used .by the Upper Midwest Economic Committee in their study 

of input-output relationships for the Upper Midwest Federal Reserve 

Bank District.)

Individual items in this study also suggest that further research is 

needed in relation to certain input categories. For example, this study 

would suggest that further research is needed in relation to total feed

fed to livestock. An additional study oriented to feeding of livestock» :
.

in addition to this study should enable one to say much more than has been
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said concerning productivity of feeds. This study suggests the need 

for .further research in this area.

This.study also suggests that further work is needed concerning 

,cash operating expenses as an input, to determine where additional 

capital could most profitably be employed. The market structure which 

..the firm faces in relation to prices' received, and establishment of 

base quotas, is also a problem area that may be suggested as an area 

for further research.

As pointed out in earlier sections of this thesis, it is"clear . 

that this type of analysis is general or aggregative in nature and not 

specifically oriented to give exact answers to individual farmers.

It does, however, suggest avenues to securing more precise answers and 

it gives general indications as to resource use in Ravalli County Grade

A dairies.
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APPENDIX A 

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

Record No. 
Enumerator 
Date

RESOURCE PRODUCTIVITY ON GRADE A DAIRIES IN RAVALLI COUNTY , MONTANA 
Montana-Agricultural Experiment Station 
Department of Agricultural Economics 

and Rural Sociology

I . General; Name________________________ ._____ Address
Years operating this farm______

II. Size and Tenures

Ownled Retited Total
Farm Acres Err'd Dry .^Irr'd" Dry' , Irf'd Dry
]ropiand
Range
Total " ■' '' ------,i

B . Owned Land:

The customary leas$ rate would give you $_

cash rerit pdr acre  ̂ cir

of : . /acre;

. , of

Rented land: 

Cash rent of $_

wheat

•: ,

, t

bu. of wheat/acre;j______

____J2f_______ _____L
/acre,

I, - per acre, or $_

_acres. Share to landlord of

of ,

for

9



Ill. CROP SYSTEM;
Production Disposition Inventory

Unit acre 1/1/58 12/31/ »8
Crop Quant. Value To landlord Sold Bought Used Quant . Value Quant. Value
Wheat bu.
Barley bu.
Oats bu.
Corn (silage) Tons
Potatoes Cwt.
Sugar Beets Tons
Other crops

Alfalfa bu.
Tons
AUM

Clover bu.
Tons
AUM

Other hay: bu.
Tons
AUM

Pastureland:
Irr1d seeded AUM
Irr1d native AUM
Dry cropland AUM
Dry rangeland AUM
Fallow
garden
Fruit Trees:
Farmstead, etc.

Total



IV. Livestock System;
Inventory Inventory Used in

Kind 1/1/58 Purchased Sold Death Los^ 12/31/58 Hou Behold Lam!lord
No. value No. value No. /alue No. value No. value No. value No. value

Major breed
Dairy cows
2-year olds
Yearlings
Calves
Bulls (all herd)

Beef Cows
2-year olds
Yearlings
Ca Ives
Bulls (all herd)

Sows and gilts
Soars
PiRs

Swes and Rams
Lambs

torses
Poultry:

Products:
Iilk
Sutterfat
Dther livestock 

products - .

Total

I

Ln

I
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I. Farm Expenses:

Item Unit Amount
Total
Cost Amount paid by

Operator Landlord
Fertilizer Ton
Spray materials (for crop)
Sustom work hired: combining Acres

spraying Acres
baling Bale
other

Machinery repairs
(exc. tractor & truck) | xxx xxx

Purchased Seed
|

Tractor, Truck & other:
Gasoline xxx X X X
Distillate xxx X X X
Oil xxx X X X

Repairs, overhauls, tires xxx X X X
Licenses and insurance j xxx X X X
Sare operating expense

(farm share)
Purchased Feeds

Hay A Ton
Beet Pulp I Ton
Commercially prepared
protein supplement I Cwt
Laying mash Cwt
Chick mash Cwt

Mineral and salts Cwt
Other mixed feeds

Veterinary, medicines, etc.

breeding fees
legistration feeds
Dairy supplies xxx X X X

Dther animal supplies

Slectricity (farm share) X X X X X X
Telephone (farm share) X X X X X X
Building Repairs X X X X X X

Taxes: Personal X X X X X X
"Real Estate X X X X X X

Interest paid X X X X X X
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V . Farm Expenses (continued)

Item Unit Amount
Total
Cost Amount paid by

Operator Landlord*
Insurance paid

(excl, vehicle above) X X X X X X

Cash rent paid out
Other cash expenses

Irrigation
Water, etc.

Iauling X X X X X X
Fencing

Total expenses

Was barnyard manure applied on fields during 1958? ______

Was this typical of recent years? _________________________

On what field:is manure usually applied? _________________

Approximate rate per acre?______________________ gr. crops;

beets; ____________________________ forage crops____________

Total applied_______________________________________________
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/I. Machinery and Equipment Used on Farm (Excluding Custom Machine Work)

Item
January I
Market
Value

Date sold 
or traded 
during 1959

Tractor: Make size age
Make size age
Make size age

Truck: Make size age
Make size age

Pickup: Make size age
Make size age

Auto: Make age farm share °L

Tillage Equipment:

Haying Equipment:

Harvesting Equipmfent:

Specialized Dairy Equipment:

Irrigation Equipment:

Other Mach. & equip.

Total
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VII. Labor Supply

Item

No.

Man 
equip. 
months

Percent on Rate

Dairy
Other
farm

With
board

Without
board /alue,

Operator
'rfi fe
Children:

Boys, age
Girls, age

Other Family
Hired Labor:

Day labor days
Monthly labor mo s'.
Year round labor

Total

VIII. Other Farm Income

Item Value Rate Operator Landlord

Off-farm labor days
days
days

Tractor work for others: 
combining acres
spraying acres
baling bale
Other machine work days

days
days

Benefit payments received
Refunds (gas tax, etc.)
Insurance received
Cash or share-rent received 

for land or pasture
Cash or share-rent received 

for equipment, livestock,
etc.

Other Misc. Income

Total

What was the income from off-farm investments? $___

What was the amount of all other non-farm income? $
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ReaiL Estate^

,Value of all land, buildings and house $ 

Value of all buildings and.house $

Value of house $ __________________  .

(rods)

Value of all fences $__________

Amount of fence _______________

Non-farm assets;

■What is the value of other property and assets (other than household)

which you own; •$ ' cash or in bank; $ bonds;

$ stocks; $ loan value of life insurance;

$ . other.

Liabilities; ■

Total of debts ins $ real estate mortgage

s chattel or other mortgage; $
- \

wheat storage loan; $ unpaid bills
1 !

(hospital.

store, etc.): $ other. ■
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ANIMAL UNIT CONVERSION TABLE

Equals

cow (with or .without pre.-weaned calf)' I „ A. U.
bull i i'
.2,-yr steer of heifer I "
l.-yr steer of heifef 3/4 "
calf (after weaning) 1/2 "
Ewe (with or without pre.-weaned lambs) 1/5 "
ram 1/5 "
lamb (after weaning) ,■ 1/10 "
sow (with or without pre-weined pigs) 1/5 "
boar 1/5 "
pig or shoat (after weaning) 1/10 ",
horse I "
2-yr.. colt 3/4 "
1-yr. colt 1/2 " •
colt under I year 1/4 *"

Prices Used in Study

Barley .84

Oats .58 '

Wheat 1.60

Sugar Beets 14.67

Eggs .37

Alfalfa 19.50

All Other Hay 11.50

Silage , ' : 6.50

Animal Unit Month of Gracing

APPENDIX B

3.25
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Y = Gross Farm Income

Independent Variables
- Value of all land and buildings 

%2 a Total labor in man-months ■ 
x3 =s Value of all livestock 
X^ - Value of all feed fed 
X3 ŝi Value of all. machinery 
xg = Cash operating expenses 
N = 31

The Regression Equation

APPENDIX C

Analysis Data for Model I
Dependent Variable

log (Y) = (a) - .003738 log (x^) . ).22509 log (Xg) .+ .194859 log (X3)
1

+ .349692 log (X4) ,+ .011038 log (x ) +.598586 log (x6)
X 2H x2 x3 • x4 x5 x6

Means '
4.287419 4.45990 1.365274 4.149513 3.830971 3.958239 3.799319
Variances

.166812 .176593 .140209 .156499 .159)772 .190036 .151147

Simple Correlation Coefficients

1.000000 .390449 .371414 .731508 .840283 .524815 .880224

.390449 1.000000 .385292 .345238 .364360 .491518 .447572

.371414 .385292 1,000000 ,227482 .476517 .509747 .494704

.731308 .345238 CM00- •
<hp".CMCM 1.000000 .658423 .355881 .642520

.840283 .364360 .476517 .658423 1.000000 .480108 .791809

.524815 .491518 .509747 .355881 .480108 , 1.000000 .628374

.880224 .447572 .494704 .642520 .791809 .628374 1.000000
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Elements of the Inverse Matrix
7.11158 .02814.1 .732291 -1.30008 -2.38190 - .089424 -3:8571%

.028141 1.42878 - .230303 - .239410 ,079029 - .436-119 - .185025

.732290 - .230303 1.66498 .231872 - .767145 - .436726 - .632299

-1.30008 - .2394,10 .231872 2.25232 - .445314 .111494 - .027807

-2.38190 .079029 - .767145 - .445314 3.95570 .192109 - .526010

- .089424 .436119 - .436726 .111494 . 192,109 1,95774 „963988

-3.85712 - .185025 - .632299 - .027807 - .526010 - .963988 5.83085

Partial iCorrelation Coefficients

1.000000 - .008828 - .212812 .324842 . .449086 .023966 .598982.

(Eu) .■= Regression Coefficients

(SB.) =? Unbiased Standard ^rror of the Regression Coefficient

Bi -.003738 -.122509 .194859 .34,9692 .01.1038 .598586

.086429 .076824 .126134 .101394 .276-1^4 .062761

Unbiased Standard' Error of the Regression Equation

S = .071093 e
Coefficient of Multiple Determination 

.859381

Corrected'^ Coefflcient of Multiple Determination

.824203
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Y Gross Farm Income 
Independent Variables

= Value of dairy cows and 2-year old dairy heifers 
x2 a Value of dairy equipment and buildings excluding house 
X3 as Total labor in man-months 
x^ = Cash operating expenses

X5 =s Value of all feed 

N = 31
The Regression Equation

log (Y) = (a) +..192915 log (x^) - .095634 log (x ) - .113900 log (xg)

APPENDIX D

Analysis Data for Model II
Dependent Variable

■ Y
.+ .677999.log (X4) +  .387089 Ioi 

xI x2 x3
s C x 5 )

x4 X5
Means '

4,287419 4.0365,61 ' 3.96366,8 1.365274' 3.799319 3.830971
Variances :
. 16,6812 .179600 .223043 .140209 .151147 .159772

Simple Correlation Coefficients '

1.000000 .787701 .457713 .371414 .880224 .840283

.787701 1.000000 .539658 .275286 .722413 .771228

.457713 .539658 1.000000 .289447 .582839 .476778

.371414 .275286 .289447 . 1.000000 *494704 .476517

.880224 .722413 .582839 .494704 1.000000 .791810

.840283 .771228 .475778 .476517 .791810 1,000000
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Elements of the Inverse Matrix

7.27602 -1.51125 .930390 .696574 . .-4.46979. <■2,18468

-1.51125 3.33204 .696702 ,376080 .137506 -1.2(5580

.930390 - .696702 1.71887 .007064 .-1.27553 - .057386

.696574 .376080 .007064 1.51527 ' - .994640 - .813218

-4.46979 .137506 -1.275-53 - .994640 6.22930 - .200471

-2.18468 -U25580 - .0573j86 - .813218 - .2p0471 4.3(7787

Partial Correlation Coefficient '

1.00.0000 .306927. .263085 .209785 .663928 .387088

(Bi) = Regression Coefficients

(Sg ) Unbiased standard error of the regression coefficients

Bi ,192915 .095634 ,- .113900 .677990 .387089

SB. ,119640 .070140 ,106172 .152727 ,184.410

Unbiased Standard Error of the Regression Equation

S = .068861 .e
Corrected Coefficient of Multiple Det ermination

.86256

Corrected Coefficient of Multiple Determination
'

.835072
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Y = Gross, Farm Income 
Independent Variables

= Dairy labor in manrmonths

x => Value of dairy cows and two-year old dairy heifers

APPENDIX E
Analysis Data for Model III

Dependable Variable

Xg = Forage acres

= Cash operating expenses 

Xg =s Value of all feed fed 

N = 31
The Regression Equation

log (Y) = (a) -.081527 log (x^)

+.566028 log (x ) 
„ 4. Y xI x2

Means
4,287419 1.153813

■>
4.036561

Variances

.166812 .137679 .179600

Simple Correlation Coefficients

1.000000 .073583 .787701

.073583 I.000000 .182366

.787701 .182366 1.000000

.065465 .264691 .137761

.880224 .111537 .722413

.840283 .182847 .771229

+.201987 log ( x 2 )  -.019667 ( X 3 )

+.355569 log (x^)
X3 3% X5

2.044284 3.799319 3.830971

.228801 .151147 .159772

.065465 .880224 .840283

.264691 .111537 .182847

.137761 .722413 .771229

1.000000 , .137718 .034490

.137718 1.000000 .791810

.034490 .791810 1.000000
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Elements of the Inverse Matrix
6.71385

.451766

.-1.46007

.181105

,-3.44334

-1.87786

.451766 

I .15799

- .189722

- .293237

- .013413

- .424294

-1.A6007

- .189722 

3.06152

- .235792

- .623178

.181105

- .293237

- .235792 

1 .14054

- .397389 

.358607

.607350

-3.44334.

- .013413.

- .023178

- .39738.9 

4.78752

'-. .863394

.355569

-1.07309

Partial Correlation Coefficients 

-.162022 .322047 - .065447

(B^) = Regression Coefficients

(V Unbiased standard error of the regression coefficient

Bi -.081527 .201987 -.019667 .566028

.197358 .118755 .059972 .148075

Unbiased Standard Error of the Regression Equation.

Se = .071685

Coefficient of Multiple Determination

.851050

Corrected Coefficient of Multiple Determination

-1.87786 

- .424294 

-1.07309 

.358607 

■ .863394 

4.15439

.355569

.186930

.821260
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Y = Gross Farm Income 
Independent Variables 

= Land Value

■- Dairy equipment and buildings excluding house 
Xg = Percentage of'dairy labor to total labor 
X^ = Value of dairy cows and two-year olds 
Xg - Percentage of forage acres to total acres

X^ = Ratio of value of roughages fed to the value of concentrate^

APPENDIX F

Analysis Data for Model IV
Dependent Variable

The Regression Equation

bOOi—l

I

(Y) .= (a) +.047389 log .Ck1) +.043092 log .(x ) -.141276 log (x3)
+.692307 log (x4). -1.131111 log (x5) +.0082.13 log (xg.)

Y .x-1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6
Means
4..286779 4.33426% 3.97060ft 1.789310 4 .038728 1.930555 2.149076

Variances

.158850 .226918 ' „226130 .125552 .179206 .058731 .252256

Simnle Correlation Coefficients

1.000000 .321622 „441349 - .257877 .774013 - .305881 „238133

.3216.22 1.000000 „166640 - .187336 .322072 „072449 „118032

.44134,9 .166640 1.000000 - .129911 „521913 .129766 .066,109

- .257877 - .187336 - .129911 1.000000 - .046180 „217090 .098982

.774013 .322072 .521913 - .046180 I.000000 „162552 .153103

- .305881 .072449 .129766 .217090 .162552 .1.000000 -.249932

.238133 .118032 .066109 „098982 .153103 .249932 1.000000
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Elements of the Inverse Matrix
5.352939 .362371 -.328366 .597721 -4.18076 2.23861 - .069813

.362371 1.20274. .066210 .211453
\

- -065220 - .276918. - .140204

' .328366
i

.066210 1.42861 . .151206 - .458944 - .257099 - .033023

.597721 .211453 .151206 1.23720 - .497820 - ,102013 - ,239030

•4; 18076 - .065200 - .458944 - .497820 4.80613 -1.92096 -■ .133051

2.23861 - .276918 - .257099 - .102013 -1.92096 2.16289 ,361372

• .069813 - .140204 - .033023 - .249030 - .133051 .361372 1.17069

P a r tia l C orrelation C o effic ien ts

. 142814 .188742 - .232264 .824,254 - .657907 .027888

(B^) ,= Regression Coefficients

CSBi) - Unbiased standard error of the regression equation

Bi " .047389 .043092 - ,141276 .692306 -1.131111 .008213

SB, " .070019 .076824 .126134 ,101394 .276154 .06276,1

Unbiased Standard Error of the Regression Equation
i

S .=» .078828 e
■Coefficient of Multiple Determination 

.8139

Corrected Coefficient of Multiple Determination

.7635
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Y = Gross Farm Income 
Independent. Variables 

= Land values
= Dairy equipment and buildings excluding house 

X^ = Percentage of dairy labor to total labor 
..X̂  ■ -s Value of dairy cows and 2-year olds 

Xg = Percentage of forage .acres to total acres
Xg -= Total feed fed 

The Regression Equation
.,.iog (Y)' = (a) +.059455 log (x-̂ ) +.028234 log (xg) - .035950 log (xg) 

+.428462 log (x^) -.875064 log (x^) +.384177 log (xg)

Y %2 %3 *4 =5 *6

APPENDIX G

Analysis Data for Model V
Dependent Variables

Means
4.28678 4.334269 3.970600 1.789310 4.038728 1.930555 3.837703
■Variances
.158850 .226918 ■ .226130

Simple Correlation Coefficients
.125552 .179207 .058731 ,159250

1.000000 .321622, .441349 - .257877 .774013 - .305881 .856.136

.321622 .1.000000 ,166640 - .187336 .322072 .072449 .239993

.441349 .166640 1,000000 - .129911 .521913 .129766 .449236

- .257877 - .187336 - .12.9911 1.000000 - .046180 .2.17090 -.300597

.774013 .322072 .521913 - .046180 1.000000 .162552 .762299

.305881 ,072449 .12.9/66 .217090 .162552 1.000000 -.171674
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Elements of the Inverse Matrix
6.90664 - .586587 - .277597 .196245 -3 .33844 ' 2.23544 -2,66005

• .586587 1.215.85 .054948 .235199, - „198944 - .230090 .368572

r .277597 .054948 1 .42.946 .131093 - .433914 -.247773 - „090049

.196245 .235199 .131093 1.28018 - .737137 - .018782 ,660164

3.33844 .198944 - .433914 .737137 5 .2550k -1.89387 -1.45181

2.23544 .230090 - .247773 - .018782 -1.89387 2.05176 .043752

2.66005 .368572 .- .090049

Partial Correlation Coefficient

.660164 -1.45181 .043752 4,54203

.2024.22 .088348 - .065998 .554142 - .593594 .474932

(B\) = Regression Coefficients

(Sb ) = Unbiased standard error 
tii

Bi .059455 .028234

8B1
.061324 .06787.1

Unbiased Standard' Error of the

of the regression coefficients 

- .035950 .428462 - .875064

,115880 .137223 .025293

Regression Equation.

.384177

.151765

S = .069398 Ie
CoefficierLt of Multiple Determination

.855214

Corrected Coefficient of Multiple Determination

.815730
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